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Abstract—Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is becoming one of the most important modalities for the noninvasive
assessment of retinal eye diseases. As the number of acquired
OCT volumes increases, automating the OCT image analysis
is becoming increasingly relevant. In this paper, we propose a
surrogate-assisted classification method to classify retinal OCT
images automatically based on convolutional neural networks
(CNNs). Image denoising is first performed to reduce the noise.
Thresholding and morphological dilation are applied to extract
the masks. The denoised images and the masks are then employed
to generate a lot of surrogate images, which are used to train the
CNN model. Finally, the prediction for a test image is determined
by the average of the outputs from the trained CNN model on
the surrogate images. The proposed method has been evaluated
on different databases. The results (AUC of 0.9783 in the local
database and AUC of 0.9856 in the Duke database) show that
the proposed method is a very promising tool for classifying the
retinal OCT images automatically.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. An example of the retinal OCT image. (a) A B-scan image of an
eye affected by AMD. (b) A B-scan image of a normal eye.

Index Terms—Retinal OCT image classification, surrogateassisted, ensemble, convolutional neural networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As a noninvasive imaging modality, optical coherence tomography (OCT) has become an important modality for
assisting the diagnosis and management of eye diseases, such
as assisting the diagnosis of age-related macular degeneration
(AMD) and diabetic macular edema (DME) [1]. However,
many factors, including population growth, rapid aging in
many countries, lead to an increase in the number of acquired
OCT volumes, which causes the burden of ophthalmologists
increased significantly. As a result, a computer aided system
which can automate the process of eye disease analysis is
desired since it can alleviate the burden on the clinicians [2].
Many technologies have been developed for the automatic
analysis of eye diseases, including segmentation [3–10] and
classification [11–19], in which [7–10] and [15–19] are deep
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learning based methods for segmentation and classification
developed in recent respectively. The purpose of classification
is to classify the images into several categories so that each
category has the same characteristics. For instance, Alsaih et
al. [11] classified the OCT images as either DME or normal
with multi pyramids, LBP and HOG descriptors. Farsiu et al.
[12] classified the OCT images as either AMD or normal by
using 4 disease indicators, which are total retina volumes, pigment epithelium drusen complex volumes, abnormal pigment
epithelium drusen complex volumes and thinning volumes.
Srinivasan et al. [13] employed multi-scale histograms of oriented gradient descriptors as feature vectors of a support vector
machine to classify the OCT images into three categories:
AMD, DME or normal. Liu et al. [14] employed a machine
learning approach to detect macular pathology automatically in
retinal OCT images using multi-scale spatial pyramid and local
binary patterns in texture and shape encoding. To learn more
about the methods used to facilitate the process of automatic
analysis of eye diseases, we refer readers to [1] and [20] for
a comprehensive reading.
The classification methods introduced above [11–14] employed the hand-crafted features for the classifiers to identify
the patterns in the images. Although promising results can
be obtained using the hand-crafted features, the disadvantages
are obvious, including requiring abundant expert knowledge,
being time-consuming and difficult to be generalized to other
domains. One of the popular methods to address these disadvantages is the convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [21],
which can learn representations from raw data automatically.
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Fig. 2. The flowchart of the proposed method. In
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P

[Lj = i], i = 1, 2, .., n where n is the number of categories. K is the number of surrogate images

j=1

of the input image. [·] is an indicator, which means that if Lj = i is true, [Lj = i] is equal to 1, otherwise 0.

The effectiveness of CNNs has been proved by many successful applications, such as image recognition [22], object
detection [23] and semantic segmentation [24].
Recently, some researchers have employed deep learning
based methods for medical image classification. Such as, in
[15], Gualshan et al. developed a deep learning algorithm for
detection of diabetic retinopathy in retinal fundus photographs.
Similar with [15], a deep learning based method for detecting
diabetic retinopathy in retinal fundus photographs was also
reported in [19]. Lee et al. [16] employed the convolutional neural networks to distinguish AMD from normal OCT
images. In [18], Karri et al. fine-tuned a pre-trained CNN
to identify retinal pathologies given retinal OCT images. In
[17], Burlina et al. explored the appropriateness of the transfer
of image features computed from pre-trained deep neural
networks to the problem in AMD detection.
In these deep learning based methods [15–19], some of
them used the raw images to train the CNN model from
scratch, e.g. [15], [16]. Some of them used the raw images to
fine tune a pre-trained CNN model, e.g. [18]. Different from
these methods which used the raw images as input for the
CNNs, in this paper, we propose a method using the trained
CNN model to classify the surrogates of the original OCT
images to achieve the original OCT images classification. The
advantages of the proposed surrogate-assisted classification
method are concluded as follows.
- We can generate many different surrogates of the original
images. As a result, the challenge in medical imaging
domain that lacking of large scale annotated images to
train a CNN [25] can be addressed.
- Generally, the resolution of an original OCT image is
high and the background is a large part of an OCT image,
as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, it is memory-consuming using
the original OCT images to train and test a CNN model.
The proposed surrogate-assisted classification method can
deal with this problem since the size of the surrogate
image is much smaller than the original image.
- Due to the surrogates of an original OCT image are
different, inspired by the ensemble methods [26] in

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. A denoised image example. (a) Original image. (b) Denoised image.

machine learning, we take the average of the outputs from
the trained CNN model on the surrogate images as the
final prediction for the original image, which is proved
to be an effective way to improve the performance of the
proposed method by the experimental results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section
II, the main steps of the proposed algorithm are described
and explained. Section III presents the empirical study of
parameter setting and experimental results obtained using
different databases. We have discussion and conclusion in
Section IV.

II. M ETHOD
The flowchart of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2.
Image denoising is first performed to reduce the noise. Threshhodling and morphological dilation are applied to extract the
mask. The denoised image and the mask are then employed
to generate the surrogate images. The final prediction for the
input image is determined by the average of the outputs from
the trained CNN model on the surrogate images.
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(a)
Fig. 4.

(b)

(c)

An example to demonstrate the process of mask extraction. (a) BW . (b) BW 1. (c) Mask.

A. Denoising
Likewise all coherent imaging systems, OCT imaging suffers from speckle noise [27]. Thus, denoising would be a
useful step for the subsequent processing. Many methods have been introduced for OCT image denoising, including anisotropic diffusion filter [28], [29], optimized nonorthogonal wavelet filter [30] and bilateral filter [31]. In this
work, we employ the toolbox 1 of sparse representation based
method for OCT image denoising developed by Fang et al.
[32] to reduce the noise in the OCT image.
Fig. 3 gives an example where Fig. 3(a) is the original image
and Fig. 3(b) is the denoised image. To learn more about sparse
representation based method for OCT image denoising, we
refer readers to [32] for a comprehensive reading.
B. Mask Extraction
Since the background of the OCT image does not contain
useful information, we extract a mask of the image to limit the
processing scope of the subsequent operations. The procedures
of mask extraction are described as follows.
Thresholding is first performed on the denoised image to
generate a binary image. The process of the thresholding can
be formulated as:

1 if I(x, y) > T
BW (x, y) =
(1)
0 others
where I is the denoised image and BW is a binary image.
In this work, we employ the OSTU method [33] to compute
the threshold value T . The binary image BW is shown in
Fig. 4(a). All the connected components in the BW that have
fewer than P (P = 2000 in this work) pixels are then removed,
producing another binary image BW 1, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
Finally, morphological dilation [34] with a structural element
of 15 × 15 disk is applied to fill the holes in the BW 1,
producing the final mask, as shown in Fig. 4(c).
C. Surrogate Image Generation
The purposes of generating surrogate images are to augment
the data and reduce the complexity of the original image. The
1 http://people.duke.edu/

sf59/Fang TMI 2013.htm

process of generating a surrogate image can be demonstrated
by Fig. 5. N small regions {r1 , r2 , ..., rN } are cropped from
the image I. M features [fi1 , fi2 , ..., fiM ] are then extracted
for each small region ri to construct a matrix F:


f11 , f12 , ..., f1M
 f21 , f22 , ..., f2M 


 f31 , f32 , ..., f3M 



F=
 f41 , f42 , ..., f4M 
 f51 , f52 , ..., f5M 


 ... ... ... ... 
fN 1 , fN 2 , ..., fN M
√
√
The matrix F is finally reshaped as a N × M × N × M
matrix S, which is termed surrogate image.


f11 , f12 , f13 , f14 ..., f1√N ×M
 f21 , f22 , f23 , f24 ..., f √

2 N ×M 
S=


... ... ... ...
√
√
√
f N ×M 1 , ..., f N ×M × N ×M
We follow two rules when select the N small regions: 1)
The size of each small region can be different so that we
can generate many different surrogate images. 2) The area
composed by the N small regions should cover the area of
mask as many as possible. Fig. 6 is the schematic diagram
used to demonstrate how to crop the small regions. Assume
that the size of the original image is Sp
x × Sy and the number
of pixels on the mask is M . Let xs = M/N where N is the
number of small regions. C columns are then selected with the
interval of xs in the range of [xs , Sx − xs ]. At each column,
we randomly select N/C points, which are the centers of the
small regions. The width of a small region is 2xs . The height
of a small region is 2 times the distance between the center of
the small region and its adjacent center in the same column.
Taking the c1 in Fig. 6 as example, if the distance between c1
and c2 is d1 , then the dimension of the small region centered
on c1 is 2xs × 2d1 . K different surrogates can be obtained
by repeating the process of generating a surrogate image K
times due to the centers are selected randomly.
In this work, we employ four properties of a small region
to design the surrogates. They are maximal and minimal pixel
intensity, variance and average of pixel intensity in a small
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Fig. 5.

The schematic diagram of generating surrogate image.

Fig. 6.

The schematic diagram of cropping small regions.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) The examples of surrogates of an OCT image of a normal eye.
(b) The examples of surrogates of an OCT image of an eye affected by AMD.

region. The reason for we use these four statistical parameters
is based on the observation that the pixel intensity in the
lesions is different from the pixel intensity in the normal
tissues. Thus, when we use these four statistical parameters
to design surrogates, the surrogates of abnormal images will
be different from the surrogates of normal images, which is
favorable for the proposed method to distinguish abnormal
OCT images from normal OCT images. Another reason is
that these four properties are easy to compute. We believe
that other methods which can make the surrogates of abnormal
images different from the surrogates of normal images are also
feasible.
It is noteworthy to point out that the category of the
surrogate images is same as the original image. Fig. 7 shows
some examples where Fig. 7(a) are some surrogate images
of an OCT image of a normal eye and Fig. 7(b) are some
surrogate images of an OCT image of an eye affected by
AMD.
D. Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [35] allow computational models that are composed of multiple processing layers
to learn representations of data with multiple levels of abstraction. The architecture of a typical CNN consists of several
convolutional layers and pooling layers optionally followed
by at least one fully connected layer. A convolutional layer
has k filters (or kernels) with trainable weights w. k feature

maps are produced by convolving the image with each filter
and adding bias b optionally in convolutional layer. Pooling
layer is a form of non-linear down-sampling to preserve taskrelated information while removing irrelevant details [36].
Fully connected layer is used to map the excitations into output
neurons. Each output neuron corresponds to one decision class.
Fig. 8 shows the architecture of the CNN model applied in this
work.
Gradient descent [21] is the common method used to learn
the parameters θ = [w, b] in a CNN model. Besides, there are
many tricks for improving the performance of a CNN, such as,
data augmentation [22], contrast normalization and whitening
[37], dropout [38], batch normalization [39], ensemble [40]
and so on. To learn more about the tricks used to improve
the performance of a CNN, we refer readers to [41] for a
comprehensive reading.
In this work, contrast normalization and whitening [37]
are performed on the surrogate images before training and
testing the CNN model. In addition, inspired by the ensemble
methods [26], given a test image, we take the average of the
outputs from the trained model on the surrogate images of each
category as the final output. It is different from the presented
ensemble methods (e.g [40]) which train multiple learners and
then combine them. In this work, only one CNN model is
trained. The ensemble is achieved by averaging the outputs
from the trained model on surrogate images of each category,
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which can be formulated as:
p(i) =

1
K

K
X

[Lj = i], i = 1, 2, .., n.

(2)

j=1

where n means the number of categories. K is the number
of surrogate images of the test image. Lj is the prediction
label of the CNN model for the j th surrogate image. [·] is an
indicator, which means that if Lj = i is true, [Lj = i] is equal
to 1, otherwise 0. p(i) is the probability of the original image
classified as the ith category.
III. R ESULTS
A. Data Collection and Analysis
Two databases, a local database and a public database Duke
[13], are employed to evaluate the proposed method. For the
local database, they are collected from seven patients affected
by choroidal neovascularization (CNV). The data of each
patient consists of 12 (or 13 or 14) volumes. The 3D images
with 512×1024×128 voxels (11.72µm×5.86µm×15.6µm),
covering the volume of 6mm × 6mm × 2mm, are obtained by
ZEISS scanner. It is noted that the algorithm is performed on
B-scan level. Each B-scan in a volume is annotated as either
normal or abnormal by a doctor.
The Duke database consists of volumetric scans acquired
from 45 subjects: 15 normal subjects, 15 subjects with AMD,
and 15 subjects with DME, in which 20 volumes consists of 97
B-scans, 4 volumes consists of 73 B-scans, 8 volumes consists
of 61 B-scans, 3 volumes consists of 49 B-scans, 9 volumes
consists of 37 B-scans and 1 volume consists of 31 B-scans.
The performance of the method has been evaluated according to different metrics, which are receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve, the area under curve (AUC) of
the ROC [43], sensitivity (Sen), specificity (Spe) and accuracy
(Acc). The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy are defined as:
TP
(3)
TP + FN
TN
Spe =
(4)
TN + FP
TN + TP
(5)
Acc =
TN + FN + TP + FP
where T P is short for true positive, T N true negative, F P
false positive and F N false negative.
The experiments are performed on a PC equipped with an
Intel (R) Core (TM) i-7 4790 M CPU at 3.60 GHZ and 8 GB
of RAM capacity using MATLAB. Once we have obtained
the trained CNN model (It takes about 20 minutes to train the
CNN model when the number of the surrogate images is about
6.8 × 104 ), the average computational time obtained for a Bscan image classification is 6.1426s with a standard deviation
of 1.6173s.
Sen =

B. Empirical Study of Parameter Setting
The parameters may affect the performance of the proposed
method are the number of surrogate images K and the number
of small regions N . We employ the local database to study the
influence of the parameters on the performance of the proposed

method. We set a default value for each parameter. Then we
allow one change when another is equal to the default value.
As a result, we can explore how varying the parameter may
affect the performance of the proposed method. The default
values of N and K are 1024 and 21 respectively.
The dataset is divided into three parts before training and
testing the CNN model: test set, training set and validation
set [44]. We select randomly one volume of each subject
to construct the test set. The remaining is then divided into
validation set and training set randomly, in which validation
set accounted for 20%.
1) The influence of K on the performance: Table I summarises the average value of each metric when K is different.
Fig. 9(a) are the trend curves drawn according to the results
in Table I. It is observed that the performance of the proposed
method improves with the increases of the K until it reaches
10. When K is larger than 10, the ACC and AUC tend to
be stagnant. Spe improves, but Sen deteriorates, with the
increases of K in the range of 10 to 15. After that, the
performance of the algorithm becomes stable.
TABLE I
T HE P ERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD WHEN K

IS DIFFERENT.

K

AU C

Acc

Sen

Spe

6
10
15
21

0.9591
0.9733
0.9768
0.9783

0.9085
0.9275
0.9252
0.9286

0.9322
0.9428
0.9153
0.9237

0.8821
0.9104
0.9363
0.9340

2) The influence of N on the performance: Table II summarises the average value of each metric when N is different.
Fig. 9(b) are the trend curves drawn according to the results in
Table II. It is observed that the performance of the algorithm
improves with the increase of the N until it reaches 1024.
After that, the performance of the algorithm tends to be
stagnant.
TABLE II
T HE P ERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD WHEN N

IS DIFFERENT.

N

AU C

Acc

Sen

Spe

64
256
1024
4096

0.9639
0.9643
0.9783
0.9781

0.8996
0.9007
0.9286
0.9284

0.9025
0.9131
0.9237
0.9230

0.8962
0.8869
0.9340
0.9349

It is noted that different parameters may lead to different
metrics improved, e.g. when K = 10 (N = 1024), the value of
Sen is better than other cases, when K = 15 (N = 1024), the
value of Spe is better than other cases. According to the above
analysis, we set K = 21 and N = 1024 for the following
experiments, which can be regarded as a compromise among
these metrics. Fig. 10 shows some detected examples. In the
title of each sub figure, gt = 1 or gt = 2 means the images
annotated as abnormal or normal. scroe is a value between 0
and 1 determined by the proposed algorithm. The higher score,
the higher probability of the image classified as abnormal. It
is noted that the proposed method can classify the images
properly for most of the given cases. However, the proposed
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Fig. 8. The architecture of the CNN model applied in this work. The numerical values behind the layer names specify the number of feature maps. The
numerical values in square brackets specify receptive field size, stride and padding. It is noted that ’conv’ is short for convolutional layer, ’maxpool’ and
’avgpool’ are short for max pooling layer and average pooling layer respectively. ’fc’ is short for fully connected layer. Each convolutional layer is followed
by a ReLU layer [42] which is not displayed in the figure. In the fully connected layer, n=2 for binary classification, and n=3 for multiclass classification in
this work.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Empirical study of parameter setting. (a) The trend curve of each metric when K is different. (b) The trend curve of each metric when N is different.
TABLE III
T HE E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF THE MODEL FOR BINARY CLASSIFICATION

test1

test2

test3

test4

test5

Sub1(AB)
Sub2(AB)
Sub3(NOR)
Sub1(AB)
Sub2(AB)
Sub3(NOR)
Sub1(AB)
Sub2(AB)
Sub3(NOR)
Sub1(AB)
Sub2(AB)
Sub3(NOR)
Sub1(AB)
Sub2(AB)
Sub3(NOR)

NO.B

NO.D

Acc

37
61
97
37
61
97
49
61
97
73
97
97
49
61
97

35
61
87
36
61
93
49
61
95
73
72
93
40
61
93

0.9459
1
0.8969
0.9730
1
0.9588
1
1
0.9794
1
0.7423
0.9588
0.8163
1
0.9588

test6

test7

test8

test9

test10

Sub1(AB)
Sub2(AB)
Sub3(NOR)
Sub1(AB)
Sub2(AB)
Sub3(NOR)
Sub1(AB)
Sub2(AB)
Sub3(NOR)
Sub1(AB)
Sub2(AB)
Sub3(NOR)
Sub1(AB)
Sub2(AB)
Sub3(NOR)

NO.B

NO.D

Acc

37
61
49
37
61
97
37
61
97
73
31
97
37
31
97

37
61
43
37
61
96
36
61
86
73
31
91
37
31
86

1
1
0.8776
1
1
0.9897
0.9730
1
0.8866
1
1
0.9381
1
1
0.8866

NO.B – the number of B-Scans in an OCT volume. NO.D – the number of B-Scans detected correctly by the proposed
algorithm. Sub1(AB) (Sub2(AB)) – the B-scans are annotated as abnormal. Sub3(NOR) – the B-scans are annotated
as normal. Acc – The ratio between NO.D and NO.B.

method may fail in some cases, including Fig. 10(b), Fig. 10(g)
and Fig. 10(j).

C. Performance on the Public Database
The images in the public database Duke are categorized
as AMD, DME or normal. In this section, we train two
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Fig. 10. Some detected examples for binary classification. In the title of each sub figure, gt = 1 or gt = 2 means the images annotated as abnormal or
normal. scroe is a value between 0 and 1 determined by the proposed algorithm. The higher score, the higher probability of the image classified as abnormal.

different types of models to evaluate the performance of
the proposed method on this database. One model is used
for binary classification, namely, the B-scans categorized as
AMD or DME are classified as abnormal, others, normal. The
other model is used for multiclass classification, namely the
B-scans are classified as AMD, DME or normal. For each
type of model, 10 experiments are carried out to evaluate the
performance of the models. In each experiment, one volume
of each category is selected randomly to construct the test set.
The remaining is then divided into validation set and training
set randomly, in which validation set accounted for 20%.
1) Model for Binary Classification: Table III summarizes
the results obtained by the CNN model for binary classification. In Table III, NO.B is short for the number of
B-scans in an OCT volume and NO.D means the number
of the B-scans detected correctly by the proposed method.
Sub1(AB) or Sub2(AB) means the B-scans are annotated as
abnormal. Sub3(NOR) means the B-scans are annotated as
normal. Taking the Sub1(AB) in test1 as example, there are
37 abnormal B-scans in the volume, in which 35 B-scans
are classified correctly by the proposed method. The average
accuracy obtained by model for binary classification is 0.9509
in Duke database.
2) Model for Multiclass Classification: The model for
multiclass classification is used to classify the B-scans as
AMD, DME or normal. Fig. 11 gives some examples obtained
by the CNN model for multiclass classification. In the title of
each sub figure, gt=1, gt=2 or gt=3 means that the images
are annotated as AMD, DME or normal. ‘amd’, ‘dme’ and

‘nor’ are the values between 0 and 1 obtained by the proposed
method. The category of an image classified by the algorithm
is determined by the largest value among them. For example,
in Fig. 11(e), amd=0.2381, dme=0.6190, nor=0.1429, which
means that the image is classified as DME.
Table IV lists the results obtained by the model for multiclass classification. In Table IV, Sub1(AMD), Sub2(DME)
or Sub3(NOR) means the B-scans are annotated as AMD,
DME or normal. NO.B means the number of B-scans in
a volume. AMD.D, DME.D or NOR.D means the number
of B-scans are classified as AMD, DME or normal by the
proposed method. Acc is the ratio between the number of
the B-scans detected correctly by the proposed method and
NO.B. Taking Sub1(AMD) in test1 as example, there are 37
B-scans are annotated as AMD in the volume, in which 30
B-scans are classified correctly by the proposed method, 1 Bscan is misclassified as DME and 6 B-scans are misclassified
as normal. The average accuracy obtained by the proposed
method for multiclass classification is 0.8845.
IV. D ISCUSSION & C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a surrogate-assisted retinal OCT
image classification method based on CNNs. Two databases,
a local database and a public database Duke, have been employed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm
in B-scan level. The results (AUC of 0.9783 in the local
database and AUC of 0.9856 in the public database) show that
the proposed method is a very promising tool for classifying
OCT images automatically.
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Fig. 11. Some detected examples for multiclass classification. In the title of each sub figure, gt=1, gt=2 or gt=3 means that the images are annotated as
AMD, DME or normal. ‘amd’, ‘dme’ and ‘nor’ are the values between 0 and 1 obtained by the proposed method. The category of an image classified by the
algorithm is determined by the largest value among ‘amd’, ‘dme’ and ‘nor’.
TABLE IV
T HE E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF THE MODEL FOR MULTICLASS CLASSIFICATION

test1

test2

test3

test4

test5

Sub1 (AMD)
Sub2 (DME)
Sub3 (NOR)
Sub1 (AMD)
Sub2 (DME)
Sub3 (NOR)
Sub1 (AMD)
Sub2 (DME)
Sub3 (NOR)
Sub1 (AMD)
Sub2 (DME)
Sub3 (NOR)
Sub1 (AMD)
Sub2 (DME)
Sub3 (NOR)

NO.B

AMD.D

DME.D

NOR.D

Acc

37
61
97
37
61
97
49
61
97
37
61
97
49
61
97

30
3
2
17
0
3
30
12
2
26
0
1
28
0
6

1
57
4
16
60
4
9
49
2
11
61
1
13
61
0

6
1
91
4
1
90
10
0
93
0
0
95
8
0
91

0.8108
0.9344
0.9381
0.4595
0.9836
0.9278
0.6122
0.8033
0.9588
0.7027
1
0.9794
0.5714
1
0.9381

test6

test7

test8

test9

test10

Sub1 (AMD)
Sub2 (DME)
Sub3 (NOR)
Sub1 (AMD)
Sub2 (DME)
Sub3 (NOR)
Sub1 (AMD)
Sub2 (DME)
Sub3 (NOR)
Sub1 (AMD)
Sub2 (DME)
Sub3 (NOR)
Sub1 (AMD)
Sub2 (DME)
Sub3 (NOR)

NO.B

AMD.D

DME.D

NOR.D

Acc

37
61
49
37
61
49
37
61
97
73
31
97
37
61
97

37
7
4
31
12
0
29
1
1
71
1
2
34
1
0

0
54
2
6
49
0
4
60
5
2
30
0
2
59
0

0
0
43
0
0
49
4
0
91
0
0
95
1
1
97

1
0.8852
0.8776
0.8378
0.8038
1
0.7838
0.9836
0.9381
0.9726
0.9677
0.9794
0.9189
0.9672
1

NO.B – the number of B-scans in an OCT volume. AMD.D – the number of B-scans classified as AMD by the proposed algorithm. DME.D – the number of B-scans
classified as DME by the proposed algorithm. NOR.D – the number of B-scans classified as normal by the proposed algorithm. Sub1 (AMD) (Sub2 (DME)) – the
B-scans are annotated as AMD (DME). Sub3 (NOR) – the B-scans are annotated as normal. Acc – The ratio between the number of B-scans detected correctly by
the algorithm and NO.B.

A. Effectiveness of denoising
In the proposed method, denoising is first employed to
reduce the noise. To verify the effectiveness of denoising,
we compare with the results of using the original images to
generate the surrogates. The results are summarized in Table
V. It is observed that the results of using denoised OCT images
to generate the surrogates are better than the results of using
original OCT images to generate the surrogates. The reason
is that maximal intensity and minimal intensity of the pixels
in a small region are employed as features for generating
the surrogates. Imagine that if there is speckle noise in the
images, the maximal and minimal intensity of pixels in the
small regions from normal images and abnormal images may
be no significant difference, which may lead to no significant
difference between the surrogates of normal images and the

surrogates of abnormal images, which is detrimental to the
performance of the CNN model. Hence, denoising is a helpful
step to improve the performance of the proposed method.

TABLE V
R ESULTS OF USING THE DENOISED IMAGES AND ORIGINAL IMAGES TO
GENERATE THE SURROGATES RESPECTIVELY.

AUC
Acc
Sen
Spe

Local Database
Denoised
Original
0.9783
0.9687
0.9286
0.9196
0.9237
0.9237
0.9340
0.9151

Duke Database
Denoised
Original
0.9856
0.9707
0.9509
0.9264
0.9639
0.9021
0.9360
0.9588
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B. Effectiveness of the ensemble approach
The final prediction for a test image is determined by
the average of outputs from the trained CNN model on the
surrogate images. To verify the effectiveness of this ensemble
approach, we draw the ROC curves of the ensemble approach
and the ROC curves of using single surrogate for the CNN to
make the final prediction in Fig. 12. The dotted lines in Fig.
12 are the ROC curves of using single surrogate, and the red
solid line are the ROC curves of the ensemble approach. It
is observed that the AUC of the ensemble approach is larger
than the AUC of using any single surrogate, which means that
the proposed ensemble approach is effective.
C. Effectiveness of surrogate-assisted classification
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed surrogateassisted classification method, we compare with the results
of using raw images to train and test the CNN. Table VI
summarizes the results. It is observed that when the number of
images is large (there are 11904 B-scans in the local database),
the results of using the surrogates are very competitive to the
results of using the raw images. When the number of images
is small (there are 3231 B-scans in the Duke database), the
results can be improved by the proposed surrogate-assisted
classification method compared with using the raw images to
train the CNN model.
TABLE VI
R ESULTS OF USING THE SURROGATE IMAGES AND RAW IMAGES TO TRAIN
AND TEST THE CNN MODEL RESPECTIVELY.

AUC
Acc
Sen
Spe

Local Database
surrogates
raw images
0.9783
0.9800
0.9286
0.9297
0.9237
0.9576
0.9340
0.8986

Duke Database
surrogates
raw images
0.9856
0.9491
0.9509
0.9205
0.9639
0.9059
0.9360
0.9371

D. Performance in volume level
It is noteworthy to point out that the analysis of a single Bscan is often not sufficient for the diagnosis of retinal diseases.
Srinivasan et al. [13] advocated utilizing several B-scans for
the detection of retinal diseases. According to this advocating,
in this work, the category of a volume is determined by the
maximum value among the number of B-scans of different
categories detected by the proposed method. For example,
for the Sub1(AMD) in test1 in Table IV, the AMD.D is 30,
DME.D is 1 and NOR.D is 6, thus the subject is classified
as affected by AMD. Based on this protocol and the results
shown in Table IV, it is observed that the accuracy obtained
by the proposed method is 100% in the volume level.
Table VII summarises the results obtained by the proposed
method and the method proposed by Srinivasan et.al. [13] in
the Duke database. Although promising results can be obtained
by the proposed method in volume level, it is time-consuming.
For a volume consisting of 97 B-scans, it will take about 10min
to make a diagnosis. Future work will contain make the aided
diagnosis faster.

TABLE VII
C OMPARISONS WITH THE METHOD PROPOSED BY S RINIVASAN ET. AL .
[13] IN VOLUME LEVEL IN D UKE DATASET.

proposed
Srinivasan et.al. [13]

AMD

DME

Normal

average

100%
100%

100%
100%

100%
86.67%

100%
95.56%

In summary, in this paper, we propose a surrogate-assisted
classification method for the automatic classifying the retinal
OCT images based on CNNs. The results show that the proposed method is reliable since it works properly on different
databases.
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